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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Fernando pérez llera has contributed to the dictionary with 9 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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canjilón
the naive person you say embaucable easily to him who can deceive with ease

estar mosqueado
be, it's currently being.  50 years ago it meant to be concerned about doubting what you would never have had doubts
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be currently used to imply that you are angry, outraged, rabbis,
enraged 50 years ago being meant that you had icertidumbre that you were worried and that you had many doubts

infoptuitos
ETA Word guess that it is poorly written, has caught by ear, I think that actually it's infortuitos. Word invented by
someone who, according to him, means the opposite of queued-(CASUAL )

macrobotellón
many people on the street drinking alcohol that each contributes without anyone serving them, nor attending to them
and that each brings on their own.  SOMETHING THAT IF YOU SEE IT UP CLOSE, YOU SHOULD RUN

recordar alguien
remember someone doesn't mean anything, it doesn't exist is an incorrect expression. possibly meant REMEMBERING
SOMEONE TO REMEMBER SOMEONE. 1- I REMIND YOU THAT .  .  .  .  .  .  . DON'T FORGET.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
2-Used in a thoughtful way- you remind me of someone.  .  .  .  . 

reprisar
reprising comes from reprise French word meaning the thing about accelerating.  say of a car that has a lot of
acceleration, which has a lot of reprise

revira
THIRD PERSON SINGULAR, PRESENT INDICATIVE FORM OF THE VERB REVIRAR: DIVERT YOUR POSITION OR
USUAL ADDRESS. METAPHORICALLY SPEAKING: UPSET ANGRY (SEE RAE )

se labeis creio
YOU BELIEVED IT.

trotecillo
As its name suggests, trotecillo, it comes from going to trot.It is usually related to how one of the ways of walking
horse.When using the diminutive form is because it is also related to a form of walking animal more pequeno.de there
the expression of " trotecillo gorrinero " that applied in its literal sense reflects a form of walk of the gorrinos in the field (
pigs, wild boar...It is also applied metaphorically speaking, when trafficking one describe the attitude of the person who
makes sew them some calmly and without any hurry, but surely.Commonly used saying " it takes a gorrinero trotecillo...


